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Abstract

This paper discusses the requirements for explosive boiling (vapor

explosion) with special emphasis on the UO2-Na system. Considerations

include requirements for direct liquid-liquid contact and associated heat

transfer characteristics. Fragmentation and explosive boiling are treated

as separate phenomena.

Introduction

A large number of prototypic experiments involving meltdown of oxide

fuel pins in the presence of liquid soditnt have so far failed to produce

energetic or explosive interactions.1 The occurrence of extensive frag-

mentation, however, is common in all tests, which suggest that fragmenta-

tion is necessary out not a sufficient requirement for the occurrence of

J&^fcfiflg^ (explosive boiling occurs when the vapor

produced cannot be relieved quickly enough to prevent formation of shock

waves). Furthermore, interpretation3 of s»»ll~w«ss vapor explosions

observed with LMF&R materials under idealised laboratory conditions**

suggest that explosive vapor generation can occur without or prior to

fragmentation as a result of spontaneous nucleating.*** The purpose of

*
instructive explosions have occurred whtn l*y|f:,rrma#te* of Hot and cold
liquid* CAl-%0, St«itd«M Steel - %0, Smlt • %0 t etc.) have
accidentally contacted, which require fragmentation of the hot metal
and/or the t&14 liquid.2

Armstrong** observed vapor explosion* whin igiUjSgSSLiySL o* liquidl
sodium were injected into * crucial* containing molten U03. The
opposite contact mode resulted only in £r*i*wnt*tion.5'
$ponc*n«ou* n«cie»tion refer* to hc«o|«n«ou* or vaptr-fjrte Heterogeneous
nucle*Eion m * rc*uic of d*n»ity Oticcwttton* rasher than
i*m preferred



the present paper is therefore to discuss the requirements for spontaneous

nucleation or explosive vaporization with special emphasis on the UO2-Na

system.

Requirements for Explosive Boiling

Explosive boiling as defined above requires a rate of energy release

which can result only If the vapor generation is a result of exceeding the

stability limit or the spontaneous nucleution temperature (T ), of the

more volatile liquid. The occurrence of explosive boiling requires that

the following conditions are satisfied:

1. Direct liquid*liquid contact {or solid-liquid contact)

2. The temperature of the hot liquid must be equal to or exceed T .

3. If the interfacial temperature (T.) at the instant of contact

is less than T , rapid heating *s required in the presence of

nucleation sites (solid-liquid system).6 In the absence of

nucleation sites (liquid-liquid system) slow heating is sufficient.7

If T i rnxzurnds T , the effect of nucleation sites is not important.

In the discussion that follows, we will aee that the above items are

eloselv related. The phenomenon of direct contact between a hot and cold

liquid can be evaluated by examining the requirements for file? boiling.

Much improved correlations have recently become available to predict the

Leidenfrost and minimum temperatures. Henry's8 correlation is based upon

hydrodynamie considerations as outlined by Berenson,^ while Bauaeister's

correlation50 Is largely based upon the "foam limit" as proposed by

Spitgler et aj,.ll The correlations are developed from data obtained with

solid-liquid systems including liquid metals. However, since large dif-

ferences in nucleation characteristics exist between solid-liquid and

-U^aid system*,7 and since the nucleation and wetting phenomena are



believed to play an important role in determining the appropriate boiling

regime, direct extrapolation to liquid-liquid system may be difficult.12

An alternate method based upon the above correlations is suggested for

evaluating the upper bound* of the minimum temperature for film boiling in

a liquid-liquid system. The approach includes the thermal properties of

the more volatile liquid as well as the hot liquid following the method

proposed by Henry,® and the stability limit (T ) is calculated based upon

the well-known kinetic approach rather than from Van der Waals equation as

used by Spiegler.'2 In this way, the possibility of spontaneous nucleation

at the liquid-liquid or solid-liquid interface (i.e., vapor-free heterogeneous

nucleation} as compared to the bulk (i.e., homogeneous nucleation) can be

accounted for if the interfacial tension or the contact angle for the

particular system in question is known. If the contact angle (measured

through the liquid) is zero, che stability limit corresponds to the homo-

geneous nucleation limit. As the contact angle becomes larger, the

stability limit is correspondingly reduced.7

the method implies that direct liquid-liquid contact can occur as well

as be sustained if T. is less than T . In the absence of nucleation sites

or in the case of rapid heating, a small-mass explosion is therefore

possible if the hot fluid temperature is above T . In the absence of

mechanical (external forces) and/or hydrodynamic disturbances (subcooling),

significant liquid-liquid contact in an unconstrained system would appear

difficult when the contact temperature T. exceeds the stability limit T

(i.e., film boiling is more likely). However, in a properly constrained

system (the more volatile liquid lit surrounded by the hot fluid or vice

*
Film boiling nay be sustained at a lower temperature difference for a
given system as a result of hydrodynamjc considerations. This is of
importance in assessing possible solidification of the hot liquid prior
to contact, thereby resulting in nucleate boiling rather than explosive
boiling.



versa), repeated liquid-liquid contact can occur despite the fact that

T. exceeds T , assuming sufficient initial contact is possible. This

form of boiling in a liquid-liquid system is referred to as "spontaneous"

or "continuous explosive" boiling, and with proper geometric configuration

and constraint will escalate into a large-mass vapor explosion, i.e.,

instantaneous explosive mixing and generation of surface area much like a

chain reaction.

Application to the UOp-Nd System

The above bounding model for film boiling (T. >_ T ) suggests that

liquid-liquid contact is readily achieved for the UO2-Na system for temper-

atures of interest. For saturated sodium, a bulk temperature of U02 in

excess of 5000°C is required to remain in the film boiling regime, assuming

a contact angle equal to zero*. Likewise, Henry's8 film boiling correlation

(which is based on hydrodynamic considerations and includes sodium data)

predicts UO2 bulk temperature of *v7000*C in order to maintain film boiling

in Armstrong's**'5 laboratory experiments with the UC>2-Na system. Furthermore,

since it has been demonstrated in tests using above surface injection that a

cold liquid can readily be entrained without nucleation in a hot liquid

whose temperature exceeds the saturation temperature of the cold liquid by

a substantial margin,3 it is not surprising to observe consistent small-mass

vapor explosions when liquid sodius is injected into a bath of molten

C30QO°C) U02. As hypothesized by Fauske,3 the lack of nucleation sites

in the liquid-liquid-like system results in overheating of the liquid
**

sodium until spontaneous nucleation occurs. When the superheat limit is

reached, vaporisation is rapid enough to produce shock waves.

The contact angle for the U02-Na system at temperatures of interest would
appear to be essentially zero.13 In this case, the spontaneous nucleation
temperature is v205Q*C at 1 atra.7

*#
It is important to note that the interfacial temperature is well below the
spontaneous solidification temperature for UOj1* at the iustant of contact.
Solidification following liquid-liquid contact nay therefore play a role in
determining the spontaneous nucleation temperature as discussed by Bankoff
and Fauske.JS



On the. other hand, in the LMFBR environment, an ample supply of

nucleation sites is generally available (gas bubbles, solids, fill gases,

fission gases, and fragments). Therefore, molten U02 encountering liquid

sodium will generally lead to nucleate boiling, where the vapor generation

rate i» many orders of magnitude smaller than that associated with explosive

boiling. Here vapor condensation and heat losses to cladding and cold

structures becomes significant in analyzing the fuel-coolant interaction.16

Various effects from boiling collapse16"23 and/or thermal stresses2** are

likely to be responsible for the observed fuel fragmentation. Furthermore,

the predominance of nucleate boiling in the UO2-Na system should also tend

to prevent accumulation of large masses prior to the interaction which is

an additional requirement for the occurrence of a large-mass vapor explosion.

It is Important to note, however, that the contact temperature for the

mclten steel-sodium system will exceed the spontaneous nucleation tempera-

ture at steel temperatures approaching 3000°C. This system therefore

appears potentially much more explosive than the U02-Na system although the

vapor pressure (steel) and hydrodynamic considerations at elevated tempera-

tures may prevent direct contact between the molten clad and the liquid

sodium.

Application to Non-LMFBR Systems

For the A1-H2O and Stainless Steel-H2O systems, which have experienced

large-mass vapor explosions,2 the requirements for explosive boiling are

satisfied. Here T. > T provides for initial film boiling (large masses

of the molten material can penetrate underneath the water surface) as well

as "continuous explosive" boiling initiated by disturbances apparently due

to trapped water and sufficient subcooling.25 The requirements for

"continuous explosive" boiling are also met in the carefully instrumented



explosion experiments with molten salt and H20 by Anderson
2 and in explosion

experiments with Sn, AgCl, and NaCl with 112O by Cho
2S (in these experiments water was

injected into the hot liquid). The salt-water experiments have demonstrated

that vapor explosions can be extremely efficient. Interpretation2 of the

well known Quebec foundry accident also indicate that the explosion i3

very efficient even when large masses are involved (10-15% of the total

available thermal energy apparently was transformed into destructive work,

which in term!? of Hicks and Menzies27 efficiency is about 40%). Anderson

and Armstrong2 explain the explosion event in terms of a "dynamic impact

model." This picture is quite similar to the "continuous explosive boiling"

picture with the exception that T. >_ T is not required.

To further tent the hypothesis that the contact temperature must be

equal to or exceed the spontaneous nuclftation temperature to produce large-

mass vapor explosions, Henry28 has carried out a large number of experiments

using a number of saturated Freons (12 and 22) and oils and water as the

host liquids.* These experiments included contact temperatures below as

well as above the spontaneous aucleation temperatures of the more volatile

liquid. For the liquids tested, the proposed requirements for vapor

explosions are generally supported. Since these experiments produced vapor

explosions with saturated liquids {no subcooling), proposed explosion

models20*22»23** based upon rapid bubble collapse would appear to need

reexamination.

Finally, it should be mentioned that nuaerous other experiments have

been reported in the literature involving small quantities of various

High-speed movies of these explosion events will be shown at the conference.

These models may be more applicable to the process of fragaentation.



metals being dropped or injected into water. In many of these experiments

fragmentation of the metal occurred (particularly if the melting point of

the metal was above the minimum film boiling temperature as predicted from

Henry's correlation).17 Many of these events have been described as vapor

explosions simply because fine fragmentation of the metal occurred. A

more careful and meaningful definition of a vapor explosion appears neces-

sary, in order to verify various proposed mechanisms for the cause of "true

vapor explosions".
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